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The paper describes a new mathematical model of a thin rectilinear electric vibrator driven with
biharmonic ideal electromotive force. The emf is applied to a cut filled with a substance having
nonlinear properties with respect to electric field. The field in the cut is investigated. Integral
equations of spectral components of the vibrator current are derived. It is shown that dispersive
characteristics of the vibrator are dictated by electrophysical properties of the substance in the cut,
and by the vibrator’s electric dimensions.
Considerable efforts are being directed at development of the theory of antennas with nonlinear load [1], where one of
the main issues consists in resolving the problem of excitation of a linear electric vibrator [1–3]. However, if we deal with a
nonlinear electric vibrator, various non-electrodynamic methods are used, based on replacement of the vibrator by some
network with lumped parameters [4–5]. The purpose of this paper consists in derivation of the Hallen-type equation for the
combinative component of the current in the vibrator’s arms.
Consider the formulation of the problem in more detail. A rectilinear metal cylinder, with its radius a and length l1 + l2,
is located in unlimited space filled with isotropic, homogeneous, linear medium with absolute complex permittivity ~
e a ( w)
and permeability ma. The cylinder has a domain Vi formed by two cross-sections 2b apart. The domain Vi (the cut) is filled
with nonlinear (in terms of electric field), isotropic, homogeneous substance whose current-voltage characteristic (CVC) is
set a priori. The z-axis of Cartesian coordinate system (CaCS) is directed along the cylinder axis, and its origin is in the
center of the domain Vi. The origin of the cylindrical coordinate system (CyCS), with its components r, j, z, is aligned with
the CaCS origin. The cut is driven with an external electromagnetic field (EMF), in which the vectors of the electric and
magnetic fields’ intensities, at r ³ a + 0 are as follows: E st ( p, t ) = 1z E st ( p, t ), H st ( p, t ) = 1j H st ( p, t ), where 1z , 1j are
the unit vectors in CyCS; p(r, j, z) is the observation point; t is the time. Thus, we assume that at the cylinder metal ends (in
the sections S ^ ( -b ) and S ^ ( b ) of the cylinder) the boundary conditions in the cut are met, while Est and Hst are uniform
over j. Denote by l1– b, l2 – b the lengths of the vibrator’s metal arms. The instantaneous value of the current in the
cross-section S ^ ( z ) of the vibrator is denoted by i(z, t).
The magnitudes of Est, Hst result from superposition of two monochromatic fields at frequencies w and W,
st
, which is invariant with time. In this case the external field
supplemented by the “displacement field” intensity E 00
intensity can be represented in the form of a trigonometric polynomial
E st ( a + 0, t ) =

¥

¥

st
st
exp (iwmn t ) = å mn E& mn
( a + 0) exp(iwmn t ),
å å E& mn
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